Direct electrochemical generation of supercooled sulfur microdroplets well below their melting temperature
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Supercooled liquid sulfur microdroplets were directly generated from polysulfide electrochemical oxidation on various metal-containing electrodes. The sulfur droplets remain liquid at 155 °C below sulfur’s melting point (Tm = 115 °C), with fractional supercooling change (Tm – T)Tm larger than 0.40. In operando light microscopy captured the rapid merging and shape relaxation of sulfur droplets, indicating their liquid nature. Micropatterned electrode and electrochemical current allow precise control of the location and size of supercooled microdroplets, respectively. Using this platform, we initiated and observed the rapid solidification of supercooled sulfur microdroplets upon crystalline sulfur touching, which confirms supercooled sulfur’s metastability at room temperature. In addition, the formation of liquid sulfur in electrochemical cell enriches lithium-sulfur-electrolyte phase diagram and potentially may create new opportunities for high-energy Li-S batteries.

Significance

Since the first discovery of supercooling in 1724, the study of supercooled matter has been mainly limited to varying temperature or pressure. Here we demonstrate an electrochemical approach to generate and observe supercooled sulfur. Our methodology combines dark-field microscopy, a transparent electrochemical cell, and a fast camera to visualize the process at single microdroplet with millisecond time resolution. This platform may open up opportunities for studying supercooled liquids as the droplets approach either homogeneous nucleation to the crystalline state or enter into the glass transition. Relevant to understanding lithium-sulfur battery chemistry, liquid sulfur is observed to form in the electrochemical cell and elucidates a long-debated reaction pathway for sulfur redox reaction in this environment.
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sulfur electrochemistry in operando (Fig. 1A). Pictures of the electrochemical cell are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S1. Visible light is a benign probe which allows noninvasive study in native ether-based liquid electrolyte, while dark-field illumination was used to enhance the sensitivity to small features on a flat background. Lithium polysulfide (Li$_2$S$_8$) was dissolved in dioxolane (DOL) and dimethyl ether (DME) and served as the electrolyte and sulfur source. A Ni grid electrode (1 μm in line width, 50 nm in height) was deposited on a glass substrate via e-beam lithography and evaporation (Fig. 1 B and C and SI Appendix, Fig. S2), while Li metal placed on the same plane was the counter/reference electrode. During galvanostatic charging/discharging at room temperature (Fig. 1D), sulfur deposits on/strips from the working electrode, while DFLM images of a 180 μm × 135 μm region on the surface of the Ni substrate were captured at 1 frame per second simultaneously (Fig. 1E–I). A white light source and a three-color-channel complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera were used to record color information. Using this technique, we are able to directly observe multiple phenomena in lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries, including the electrochemical generation of metastable liquid sulfur at room temperature, rapid solidification of sulfur droplets upon crystal nucleation, and sulfur deposition/stripping via solution mechanism.

During electrochemical cycling, liquid-like sulfur microspheres form on Ni grids toward the end of charging (formation starts at ∼2.8 V when applying 0.05 mA), and reversibly reduce into soluble polysulfide upon discharging (Fig. 1E–I and Movie S1 for a recording of the droplet dynamics). Well-separated nickel grids allow sulfur microspheres to be individually resolved and monitored. The microspheres are spherical, semitransparent to light, and form over the entire surface of nickel grid electrode (Movie S2). As they grow larger and approach each other, neighboring droplets occasionally merge into larger droplets that relax rapidly to a spherical shape to minimize surface energy (Fig. 1J and K). Similar liquid sulfur droplets also form on flat Ni film (Movie S3).

Assuming perfect spheres for these droplets both before and after merging, we find the total volume is conserved (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). The dynamics of the merging events, which

Fig. 1. In operando observation of supercooled sulfur generated electrochemically at room temperature. (A) Schematic of the electrochemical cell design that allows in operando DFLM observation. (B and C) DFLM images of the nickel metal grid (50 nm thick, 1 μm wide) fabricated on glass slide as a substrate for the electrochemical cell. Bright lines are nickel, elsewhere is glass. (D–I) Voltage profile of the cell (D) and corresponding time-lapse DFLM images (E–I) showing the formation and dissolution of supercooled sulfur droplets. (J and K) Two sets of time-lapse images showing rapid merging of neighboring droplets and relaxation to spherical shape within 1 s, indicating the liquid nature of sulfur. (L) In situ Raman spectra of supercooled sulfur droplets. (Right) Corresponding bright-field light microscopy images captured by the Raman microscope are shown (magnification: 50x). The spectra match that of solid S$_8$ powder, and the signals are not from electrolyte or substrate.
indicate liquid-like behavior of the sulfur microspheres, is not resolved with an image capture rate of 1 frame per second. Time-lapse images captured using an optical microscope equipped with a high-speed camera show that the merging is composed of two steps: The actual merging finishes within 0.2 ms, and the shape relaxation of merged droplets finishes in a few milliseconds (SI Appendix, Figs. S4 and S5).

To confirm the chemical composition of microdroplets, micro-Raman spectroscopy was performed on the same sealed electrochemical cell. The Raman spectrometer had sufficient spatial resolution to collect spectra on individual sulfur microdroplets (Fig. 1L). The spectra of the droplets match that of solid sulfur powders but not polylutides (24), indicating the liquid droplets are chemically cyclosulfur (S₈). Eutectic alloys of sulfur with other elements can significantly alter the freezing temperature, but the Raman spectra rule out this possibility. On the other hand, it is well known that small amounts of impurities serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites that limit the degree of supercooling (25–27). Sulfur in its molten state is also known to form polymeric chains, but earlier Raman spectroscopy investigations of the polymerization of S₈ monomers into higher-order S₈ polymers concluded that polymerization occurs at temperatures greater than 140 °C (28).

The interior temperature of the electrochemical cell is unlikely to be noticeably higher than room temperature under xenon lamp illumination, since liquid electrolyte has good dissipation of heat. Also, we do not observe the melt of solid sulfur under the same conditions. The constant contrast in the background of the movie does not change over time and may possibly be due to dust or surface roughness of the substrate. We do not observe large morphological changes corresponding to the formation of Li₂S at the end of discharge, except some small diffraction-limited spots (Movie S3).

In addition to nickel, these supercooled liquid sulfur microdroplets electrochemically form on various other metal-containing substrates, including palladium, platinum, indium tin oxide (ITO), and cobalt sulfide (CoS₈) (Fig. 2A, SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and S7, and Movies S4–S7). In contrast, carbon substrate (polished glassy carbon) leads to the formation of irregular crystalline solid sulfur particles that do not undergo significant changes when contacting with each other (Fig. 2B and Movie S8). Therefore, the electrochemical formation of supercooled sulfur is both generic and substrate dependent. It should be noted that the supercooling reported here is unlikely to stem from a size effect. Liquid-like behaviors have been shown to accompany extremely small (<10 nm) particles (29), but the droplets reported here are micrometer scale, whose melting point is close to bulk according to the Gibbs–Thomson equation (30).

Although it was reported earlier that liquid sulfur condensed from hot vapor could remain liquid state at room temperature when the size of droplet is smaller than a millimeter (11), the electrochemical pathway reported here can generate supercooled liquid sulfur at constant temperature, since the electrochemical potential introduces another thermodynamic variable that is able to alter the relative free energy between polysulfides in electrolyte (analogous to sulfur in a gaseous state) and condensed S₈ on the electrode.

There are several factors that facilitate the formation of supercooled sulfur in an electrochemical cell. First, the location, size, and growth rate of the sulfur droplets can be well controlled by the electrode patterning, capacity, and current. Relatively large current (0.05 mA) and short duration (6 min) produce droplets smaller than 10 μm (SI Appendix, Fig. S8), which helps them to maintain supercooled liquid state at room temperature. Second, the supercooled sulfur here has nearly 180° contact angle with the metal-containing solid substrates, which minimizes its probability of being nucleated to crystallize. At the interface of an ordered solid substrate and a disordered immiscible immersion fluid (electrolyte), liquid sulfur’s contact angle is determined by the interfacial energies γ between these three phases: μ_solid–electrolyte > μ_solid–sulfur > μ_sulfur–electrolyte. Mathematically, the contact angle θ is determined by Young’s equation

\[
\cos \theta = \frac{\gamma_{\text{solid–electrolyte}} - \gamma_{\text{solid–sulfur}}}{\gamma_{\text{sulfur–electrolyte}}}
\]

At metal-containing solid surfaces (Fig. 2C), we observe that θ ≈ 180°, cos θ ≈ −1. This extreme nonwetting condition can be achieved if \( \gamma_{\text{metal–sulfur}} \gg \gamma_{\text{sulfur–electrolyte}} \). This is possible if there are weak interactions between liquid sulfur (nonpolar) and metal-containing solid surface (polar), and between liquid sulfur and electrolyte solution (polar), compared with relatively strong binding between solid metal and electrolyte solution. This weak interaction with solid metal and large contact angle largely isolates the liquid droplets from the electrode surface, thus minimizing heterogeneous nucleation. Compared with air as an immersion fluid, liquid electrolyte has smaller surface tension, allowing the droplets to stay liquid.

**Fig. 2.** Substrate-dependent electrochemical formation of supercooled sulfur at room temperature. (A) In operando DLM images of sulfur droplets electrochemically formed on Pd, Pt, ITO, and CoS₈ substrates. (B) Time-lapse in operando DLM images of crystalline sulfur formation and dissolution on glassy carbon substrate (see also Movie S8). (C) Schematic of a liquid sulfur droplet electrochemically formed on metal-containing substrate showing the quantities in Young’s equation.
energy with both metal-containing solid substrate and sulfur and contributes to the large contact angle. At a glassy carbon surface, on the other hand, the interaction between sulfur and sp² carbon is so strong (31) that sulfur wets carbon and easily solidifies.

Supercooled liquids usually solidify quickly after the onset of nucleation. The electrochemically generated supercooled sulfur droplets do not solidify by themselves over an observation window of 1 h. We induced nucleation at the microscale, to verify their metastability. We spread exfoliated graphite nanoplatelets on Ni metal grids (Fig. 3 A and B) to electrochemically generate both sulfur droplets and crystals in one cell (Fig. 3 C and Movie S9) and recorded events when a sulfur crystal grown from graphite touches a sulfur droplet grown on Ni. As shown in the time-lapse images in Fig. 3 D–H extracted from Movie S10, the sulfur microdroplets turned from transparent to frosted within 1 s upon the touch of a growing sulfur microcrystal, indicating the solidification of the sulfur droplet. The rapid solidification preserved the spherical shape of the sulfur droplet (Fig. 3 G). Upon further growth (Fig. 3 H), the surface of the sulfur particle becomes rougher, indicating its solid and polycrystalline nature. A chain of such solidification events was also observed (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 and Movie S11), confirming the metastability of electrochemically generated supercooled sulfur droplets. Note that trace amounts of guest species may dope inside the liquid sulfur droplets (32) and could originate from catalytic reactions of sulfur at metal-containing surfaces (21). However, the melting temperature of these solidified electrochemically generated sulfur microdroplets is similar to that of pure S₈ powders (SI Appendix, Fig. S10), indicating the purity of these supercooled droplets is high.

In studies of supercooled liquid states, the fractional supercooling change (Tₘ − Tₑ)∕Tₑ, where Tₑ is the melting temperature, Tₑ is the supercooling temperature, observed before the material goes through a glass “transition” (where the viscosity can increase by 15 orders of magnitude) is typically 0.3 (9). The melting temperature of sulfur is ~115 °C = 388 K. Using the electrochemical method reported here, we successfully generated supercooled sulfur microdroplets directly at −28.4 °C = 244.6 K (Fig. 4 A and B). During electrochemical oxidation, round microdroplets of sulfur formed on Au electrode (Fig. 4 C–E and Movie S12), similar to the behavior observed afterward at room temperature (Movie S13). Merging of growing droplets, a clear signature of the liquid state, was also observed (Movie S12).

The rate-limiting step of crystallization is determined by molecular-scale fluctuations needed to overcome the free-energy barrier between the initial liquid state and an embryonic crystal. A local ordering of molecules beyond some critical radius is needed to stabilize the crystalline state against thermal fluctuations that could disrupt (dissolve) the atomic-scale ordering (33). In the case of heterogeneous nucleation, the local ordering is assisted by the presence of nucleation catalysts such as trace impurities or the interface of the liquid and a solid surface. In the case of homogeneous nucleation where there is no foreign catalyst or surface interface, nucleation requires a thermal fluctuation that is large enough to create a nanosized crystal with critical radius r*, such that seeds with r > r* are large enough to survive thermal fluctuations that would cause the nascent seed to disappear.

Using this model, Turnbull and Fischer show that the rate for homogeneous nucleation per unit volume is proportional to A = n' h(kT/h)exp(−ΔFₛ /kT) (26), where n' is the critical number of atoms required to create the stable embryonic nanoseeds, n is the number of atoms/liquid, ΔFₛ is the free energy of activation for transporting atoms across the liquid–crystal interface and was suggested to be the same magnitude as the activation energy for viscous flow. As emphasized by Turnbull (26, 34), the elimination of all nucleation catalysts in macroscopic quantity of liquid is extremely difficult. However, if microscopic droplets were studied, there is a higher probability that some of the droplets would not contain any nucleating catalysts, and the theory of homogeneous nucleation can be tested. According to the Turnbull theory, the number fraction Nₛ of droplets of radius R that solidify due to homogeneous nucleation should be 1 − Nₛ = exp(−k_D), where k_D = v_DI, v_D is the volume of the droplet, while for heterogeneous nucleation, 1 − Nₛ = exp(−k_P), where k_P = a_PI₆ (26, 35).

Turnbull argued that droplets that contained impurities would freeze before reaching the homogeneous nucleation temperature while the remaining droplets would all freeze within a narrow temperature window as the nucleation rate changes dramatically from very slow to very fast over this temperature range. In a previous study using six-times-distilled sulfur condensed into droplets on a glass slide, the researchers claimed to have reached the homogeneous nucleation state, even though sulfur was condensed onto a glass surface where the wetting angle was ~62°. However, between −30 and ~60 °C, ~85% of the droplets remained in the liquid state, which is contrary to classical nucleation theory (27).

In our work where the wetting angle approached 180°, as noted above, none of the sulfur droplets were observed to solidify at ~28 °C. Additional experiments were done at even lower temperatures, −40 °C, where the actual temperature reached the lower-temperature limit of the infrared thermometer used (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 and Movie S14). At the lowest temperature, the droplets retain their smooth, liquid-like appearance, as opposed to images of solidified sulfur (Fig. 3 G and H and SI Appendix, Fig. S11), but interestingly, the few droplets that
appear to be in contact/close proximity with each other did not fuse as they did at −28.4 °C.

A possible reason may be that at these very low temperatures, the droplets may be entering into a glass transition where the viscosity $\eta$ of the liquid increases exponentially with decreasing temperature $\eta(T) \sim \eta_0 \exp(\Delta(T)/T)$, where $\Delta(T)$ is an activation energy. In so-called fragile glass formers, $\Delta(T)$ can increase significantly as $T$ is decreased, and $\eta(T)$ can increase by more than 12 orders of magnitude over a very narrow change in temperature (9). The temperature dependence of the viscosity of liquid sulfur and supercooled sulfur measured between 155 and 80 °C was measured and shown to vary as $\eta(T) \sim \eta_0 \exp(\Delta_0/T)$, where $\Delta_0$ is independent of temperature (11). The extrapolation of the viscosity of liquid sulfur data discussed in ref. 11 to −40 °C gives a viscosity in the range of ~4000 centipoise, which is the viscosity of heavy oil to corn syrup. However, as pointed out by Kivelson and Tarjus, if the liquid material is a “fragile glass former,” $\Delta_0$ can be temperature dependent, and increase significantly with declining temperature (9). Because the movie at the coldest temperatures shows no droplets merging, this observation suggests that the supercooled sulfur may be entering into the glass transition. Clarification will need additional study.

While it is not clear whether the study of supercooled sulfur in electrolyte solution will add to deeper general understanding of supercooled liquids and the glass transition, at the very least, our work enriches lithium-sulfur-electrolyte phase diagram (36).

Besides the liquid nature of electrochemically formed sulfur, our in operando study also suggests the reaction pathway of sulfur nucleation and growth in Li-S batteries. While most sulfur microdroplets form on the conductive Ni line (Fig. 5A), we observed a few instances when they form on the insulating glass next to the Ni line (Fig. 5B). This suggests that sulfur could electrochemically form via a solution mechanism, in addition to the traditionally hypothesized surface mechanism. As shown in Fig. 5C, in the surface mechanism, polysulfide anions transfers electrons to electrode and deposits locally, whereas in the solution mechanism, electron transfer first generates soluble intermediate species which diffuse off the conducting substrate before depositing. We hypothesize the diffusive intermediate species to be $S_n$ molecule, because it is slightly soluble in the liquid sulfur and supercooled sulfur measured between 155 and 12 orders of magnitude over a very narrow change in temperature (9).

Despite the liquid nature of electrochemically formed sulfur, we attribute the discovery of metastable supercooled sulfur in electrochemical cell to the gentle, in operando, and label-free imaging technique we use. Compared with ex situ electron microscopy, in operando DFLM offers dynamic and true color information in the native volatile liquid electrolyte (SI Appendix, Fig. S13). And, the spatially patterned electrode on glass makes it possible to reveal the sulfur formation pathway (Fig. 5). This way of producing supercooled sulfur directly at low temperature with spatial, temporal, and size control provides a powerful platform to study and utilize the supercooling phenomenon.

**Methods**

*In Operando Cell Fabrication.* In operando cells with metal substrates were fabricated on standard glass slides (25 mm × 75 mm × 1 mm). Glass slides were cleaned with soap, rinsed with water, and blow dried to remove the grease and particulates on the surface. Thermal evaporation was done with
a mask to create flat metal strips (1 mm wide, 50 nm thick) on the glass slides. To create metal microgrids, e-beam lithography was done before metal thermal evaporation, using poly(methyl methacrylate) resist on top of anticharging conductive polymer layer (Espacer, 3002). Lithium metal was cold pressed into Ni mesh (50 μm thick; Dextmet Corp.) as the counter electrode, which was then sealed between a cover glass and the glass slide with evaporated metal electrode, using hot melt sealing film (Meltonix 1170; Solaronix), leaving two little openings for liquid electrolyte filling. There is an ~0.5-μm gap between the top surface of the working electrode and the bottom surface of the glass coverslip, which is then occupied by electrolyte, which was 0.25 M Li₂S₈, 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI), and 0.1 M LiNO₃ dissolved in 1:1 DOL and DME. LiTFSI functions as a supporting electrolyte to enhance ionic conductivity. LiNO₃ passivates the Li metal surface and suppresses its reaction with polysulfide (41). After filling the electrolyte by capillary effect, the two openings were sealed using silicon vacuum grease (Dow Corning). The entire assembly of cell was done in an Ar-filled glovebox. In operando cells with glassy carbon substrate (Ted Pella Inc.) were assembled in pouch cells with cover-window glass.

**In Operando Light Microscopy.** The in operando cells were galvanostatically cycled using an MTI 8-channel battery tester, while being imaged at the same time using a light microscope equipped with reflected dark-field illumination (BXS1; Olympus Inc.), with air-immersion objective (MLPLFLN-BD, 50x, N.A. 0.5, WD 10.6 mm; Olympus), broadband xenon lamp, and CMOS detector (UC50; Olympus). The image series were taken with exposure time of 0.5 ~ 0.8 seconds per frame and frame rate of 1 frame per second. The spatial resolution of the microscope is ~500 nm. All of the in operando cells were tested at room temperature unless otherwise mentioned.
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